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Response assessment in
RECIST1.1 vs iRECIST

iRECIST
• irRECIST criteria have not always been consistently applied; use of
independent imaging review by a commercial entity instead of
investigator assessments led to concerns about the comparability of
data and poor clarity on new lesion
• Hence, the RECIST working group decided to develop a guideline for
the use of a modified RECIST to ensure consistent design and data
collection
• iRECIST guidelines were eventually published in 2017
• In iRECIST, objective tumor response principles are largely unchanged
from RECIST 1.1, but major change in the concept of progression
• iRECIST responses have a prefix of “i” (i.e., immune) – e.g., “immune”
Complete Response (iCR) or “immune” partial response (iPR), etc.

Key differences in response evaluation

• The novel mechanism of action of immunotherapeutic
drugs, with immune and T-cell activation, lead to unusual
patterns of response that resemble tumor flare but are
more pronounced and more frequent than previously
described responses

Assignments of best overall response
using iRECIST

• In early trials of immune-based therapeutics in melanoma,
investigators described unique response patterns, termed
pseudo-progression
• In 2009, modified response criteria based on WHO criteria
were proposed – the immune-related response criteria
(irRC)
• In 2013, researchers published revised irRC based on the
original RECIST; subsequent recommendations seem to
incorporate RECIST 1.1, often referred to as irRECIST
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